Atrial fibrillation is a major cause of stroke. Its treatment is performed under fluoroscopic image guidance. Augmented fluoroscopy has become a useful tool during the ablation procedure for navigation under X-ray. Unfortunately, current navigation systems do not provide tools to localize and visualize a cryo-balloon catheters in 3-D. This is why we present a new approach to reconstruct the cryo-ballon catheter, modeled as a sphere, from two views. The reconstruction result can then be overlayed onto live fluoroscopic images during the procedure. In simulation studies, we compared our technique to a reference method. While both methods worked equally well on noise-free data, we found our method more reliable if the input data was affected by noise. For example, in the presence of noise with a standard deviation of 4 mm, our maximum 3-D reconstruction error was less than 1 mm.
INTRODUCTION
Atrial fibrillation (AFib), the most common sustained arrhythmia, is a major cause of stroke [1, 2] . One treatment option for AFib is the electrical isolation of the four pulmonary veins attached to the left atrium by catheter ablation [3] . It is recommended, e.g., when patients fail drug therapy. C-arm X-ray systems are used for AFib procedures. Augmented fluoroscopy using a perspectively forward projected overlay representation of 3-D objects onto live fluoroscopic images has become a useful tool procedure for navigation when performing ablation procedures [4, 5, 6] . Using a modern biplane C-arm system with two imaging planes, not only visualization but also 3-D localization and object reconstruction has become possible. Two risk factors of the current radio-frequency catheter ablation approach are pulmonary vein stenosis and esophageal fistula. To reduce these risks, cryo-balloon catheter ablation techniques can be used [7, 8] . Unfortunately, current navigation tools do not provide tools to localize and visualize cryo-balloon catheters in 3-D. In our approach, the catheter is modeled as a sphere in 3-D. Methods to reconstruct ellipsoids either require three views [9] or additional 3-D information [10] . A method for sphere reconstruction has already been proposed in [11] , but it turns out to be rather sensitive to noise. This is why we present a novel method to reconstruct a cryo-balloon catheter from two views. It is well suited to compute a 3-D model even in the presence of noise. Used as part of a fluoroscopic overlay image for augmented fluoroscopy applications, we expect that our method can further increase the safety and effectiveness of the cryo-balloon ablation approach.
SPHERE RECONSTRUCTION
The reconstruction process consists of two steps [11] . In the first steps, the 2-D input data is processed and in the second step, the 3-D catheter model is generated. As input, manually selected 2-D points on the boundary of the balloon-catheter in both views are needed, see Figure 1 for an example of a single view. These points are denoted as p A,i , p B,j ∈ R 2 with i, j ∈ N for imaging plane A and imaging plane B. The points hold image coordinates of plane A p A,i = (u, v)
T and plane B p B,j = (u, v)
T with u, v, ∈ R. Two-dimensional ellipses are fitted to these points according to [12] , resulting in the implicit ellipse parameters a A , b A , c A , d A , e A , f A ∈ R for imaging plane A and a B , b B , c B , d B , e B , f B ∈ R for imaging plane B. The implicit equations can then be written as
with the 2-D image coordinates u, v ∈ R. These equations can be reformulated in matrix notation as
T and the matrices
Using the implicit ellipse parameters, 3-D cones Q A , Q B ∈ R 4×4 can be calculated by incorporating the projection matrices P A , P B ∈ R 3×4 [13, 14]
Now, the ray from the optical center through the center of the fitted ellipse is calculated. In the following, we present the calculation only for plane A. The 3-D cones have a structure as follows
with the left upper diagonal sub-matrixQ A ∈ R 3×3 , the vector a A ∈ R 3 and the scalar value µ A ∈ R. If a cone has its tip at the origin of the coordinate system and its main axis aligns with one of the coordinate axes, we get [11] 
To align an arbitrary cone with the coordinate system, we have to find a transformation
with the rotation R A ∈ R 3×3 and the translation t A ∈ R 3 . The transformed coneQ A ∈ R 4×4 is then given by [11] 
Considering the first element ofQ A , the rotation matrix R A is given by the matrix of eigenvectors ofQ A . Using Equation (10), the translation is given as
Given the rotation and translation, the central rays r A , r B ∈ R 3 for both cones can be calculated and intersected by the method presented in [15] to find the center of the reconstructed sphere w c ∈ R 3 . To calculate the radius of the reconstructed sphere, each cone is intersected with a 3-D plane parallel to the imaging plane at the position of the calculated center w c . This method is part of the 3-D ellipse reconstruction method presented in [13, 14] . The intersection of a 3-D cone with a 3-D plane yields an ellipse in 3-D, especially in our case. The 3-D points of the ellipse lie on the sphere. Each point is now used to calculate the radius as described in [11] . The mean of all calculated radii yields the spheres' radius resulting from one cone. Averaging the radius results for both cones results the spheres' final radius.
EVALUATION AND RESULTS
For evaluation of our method, we performed a simulation study and performed experiments using a real biplane Carm X-ray system. For the simulation, we computed 250 spheres each at a different positions in 3-D space within a maximum distance to the center of the volume of 150 mm and with a radius between 5 mm and 15 mm. The simulation was performed using ideal C-arm projection matrices as described in [15, 16] . The C-arm positions were chosen to be 90 o apart which is similar to a clinical setup. We Reference Method Our Approach Fig. 3 . Reconstruction results of our approach in comparison to the reference method [11] . The proposed method is more robust in the presence of noise (see green graphics). compared our approach to the reference method in [11] in the presence of Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ ∈ [0 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm]. The results are shown in Figure 3 .
The experiments were performed on an Artis zee biplane C-arm X-ray system (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany) at a clinical partner site (Krankenhaus Barmherzige Brüder, Regensburg, Germany). We used a cryo-ballon catheter placed in a bucket filled with contrast agent to evaluate our 3-D sphere reconstruction from two views. At first, a C-arm computed tomography data set (syngo DynaCT, Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) was acquired to obtain a 3-D data set [17] of the object. Afterwards, biplane fluoroscopic images were taken, the 2-D input points for our algorithm were manually selected, and sphere reconstruction from two views was performed. The reconstruction result was visually compared to the 3-D data set, see Figure 4 . The associated 2-D images are shown in Figure 4 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
During the course of this work, we found our sphere reconstruction method from two views robust and easy to use. We contribute the better performance of our method to two facts. First, we do not use principal component analysis (PCA) for ellipse fitting. PCA is of advantage if many samples are present that facilitate a robust parameter estimate. In our case, we only require a few points set along object boundaries. Usually five to seven points are sufficient. In such a case, the PCA approach turns out to be very sensitive especially if the samples are not equally distributed along the object boundary. Second, we do not rely on only one or two frontier points, as proposed in [11] . Instead, we use about 100 points to determine the radius of the sphere in 3-D. Thanks to these improvements, our 3-D reconstruction is more robust to noise. The proposed method is likely to be helpful during cryoballoon catheter ablation procedures as it provides visual feedback to the physician, e.g., about previous balloon positions when multiple freezing treatments are applied to the same pulmonary vein. In the next steps, we are going to clinically evaluate the proposed approach to get a better understanding of its utility for cryo-balloon catheter treatments. We expect that the use of our approach will further improve the safety and efficacy of this treatment option.
